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Introduction: Advances in perinatal medicine have contributed to significantly improved

survival of newborns.While some infants die despite extensivemedical treatment, a larger

proportion dies following medical decision-making (MDM). International guidelines about

end-of-life (EOL) MDM for neonates unify in their recommendation for shared decision-

making (SDM) between doctors and parents. Yet, we do not know to what extent SDM

is realized in neonatal practice.

Objective: We aim at examining to which extent SDM is implemented in the

NICU setting.

Methods: By means of Qualitative Content Analysis, audio-recorded conversations

between neonatologists and parents were analyzed. We used a framework by de Vos

that was used to analyze similar conversations on the PICU.

Results: In total we analyzed 17 conversations with 23 parents of 12 NICU patients.

SDM was adopted only to a small extent in neonatal EOL-MDM conversations. The

extent of sharing decreased considerably over the stages of SDM. The neonatologists

suggested finding a decision together with parents, while at the same time seeking

parents’ agreement for the intended decision to forgo life-sustaining treatment.

Conclusions: Since SDM was only realized to a small extent in the NICU under study,

we propose evaluating how parents in this unit experience the EOL-MDM process

and whether they feel their involvement in the process acceptable and beneficial. If

parents evaluate their involvement in the current approach beneficial, the need for

implementation of SDM to the full extent, as suggested in the guidelines, may need to

be critically re-assessed.
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INTRODUCTION

Advances in perinatal medicine have contributed to significantly
improved survival of newborns. Nevertheless, a substantial
number of infants still suffer from terminal or acutely life-
threatening health conditions mostly due to (1) extreme preterm
birth, (2) congenital malformations or (3) birth related health
impairments (4, 5). While some infants die despite extensive
medical treatment, a larger proportion dies as a consequence of
medical decision-making (MDM) (1, 2). Foregoing life sustaining
treatment (LST) may be considered in cases where the patient’s
prognosis for survival is poor or will most likely be associated
with a significantly impaired quality of life (3). Predicting future
outcome in such a situation is accompanied by uncertainty (6, 7).

End-of life (EOL)-MDM in neonatology is complex and
challenging (7, 8). Themedico-ethical principles nonmaleficence,
beneficence, respect for autonomy and justice should guide
MDM (9). When deciding about health care for children, the
“best interest” of the child (10) should be the determining
factor (11, 12). Perspectives on what is “best” for a child may
differ substantially between parents and medical professionals
(6, 13, 14). Differences can occur because of diverging values
and preferences that have developed from different cultural
backgrounds and experiences (4, 15, 16). It is undoubted that
parents should act as surrogate decision-makers for their child in
EOL-MDM (11, 17). Yet, the extent of their involvement in the
MDM process and the limits of their decision-making authority
has been a matter of debate in the last decades (18).

International guidelines about EOL-MDM for neonates are
unified in their recommendation for shared-decision making
(SDM) between doctors and parents (3, 17, 19–22). Most of them
focus on MDM in the case of extreme prematurity at the border
of viability. Among others, the German guideline prescribes SDM
in such situations (20). It is not always clear, on which concept of
SDM these guidelines are based. SDM can be understood as an
umbrella term or as a narrow concept (23, 24). As an umbrella
term it relates to any form of collaboration between a medical
team or specifically a doctor and parents. As a narrow concept it
relates to a specific form of partnership between the two parties.
Within this partnership, SDM requires a communication process
that entails a joint deliberation with an exchange of values and
preferences that should be concluded by a decision on which
both parties agree upon (25–28). The extent to which doctors and
parents join in SDMmight vary (29, 30).

So far, the implementation of SDM in practice has been
incomplete. De Vos et al. examined the extent of SDM
in the pediatric intensive care (PICU) setting (31). They
analyzed transcripts ofMDMconversations with a pre-developed
framework (26, 32). In most cases, there was some extent of
sharing information and preferences. Yet, most parents made an
effort to participate more actively in the MDM process, while
most physicians were carefully preparing the parents for the
acceptance of a decision that had been made beforehand by the
medical team. A comparable study in the neonatal intensive care
unit (NICU) setting is missing. Researchers in neonatology in the
UK have analyzed audio-recorded conversations of EOL-MDM
conversations. Yet, they analyzed this type of data with other

research questions and diverging theoretical frameworks (33–
35). In this study, we aim at examining to which extent SDM is
implemented in the NICU setting. We conducted a replication of
the study design of de Vos et al. to allow for a comparison.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Setting
This study is part of the ENFoLDING (ENd oF Life Decision-
making In NeonatoloGy) project funded by the GermanMinistry
of Education and Research (01GY1718). We conducted a
prospective study in one of the Level III NICUs of at the LMU
medical center, Munich, German. This NICU cares for ∼600
neonates per year, of which 1.5% percent die as a result of EOL-
MDM (internal data). The current staff leading the EOL-MDM
conversations, all senior physicians, were trained in this NICU
during their fellowship.

Data Acquisition
Ethical approval was obtained by the institutional review board
at the Medical Faculty of LMU Munich (17–678). Participation
was voluntary and could be withdrawn at any time, even
after conversations had taken place. All health care personnel
was informed about the study goals and gave their written
consent to the audio-recording and anonymized transcription
of eligible conversations. Participating parents were informed
about the study goal, about their participants’ rights and written
informed consent was obtained prior to the conversations. Before
recording of conversations, verbal informed consent of both
parties was obtained again.

We adopted consecutive sampling. The inclusion period lasted
from May 2018 until October 2020. Eligible participants were
identified by the study’s PI (ES) or the head of the department
(AWF). Potential study participants were approached when their
infant was at risk of dying due to a poor health condition.
In this publication, we only report cases where conversations
took place after the child’s birth. We will report our analysis
of prenatal conversations elsewhere. All conversations with
parents concerning foregoing intensive care treatments were
considered eligible.

Conversations were recorded by a portable audio-recorder,
uploaded to a personal computer for verbatim transcription by
a transcription service following simple transcription rules to
Kuckartz and deleted from the recording device (36). Data were
handled according to current data protection regulation. This
included an anonymization of the data material according to
established standards for the anonymization (37). Additional
data (underlying diagnosis, survival, withholding/withdrawal
LST, duration of medical care, ethnic background of parents, and
first language of parents) was obtained from patient charts.

Data Analysis
We carried out a qualitative content analysis (36). It entails a
deductive-inductive-approach to qualitative data analysis. It can
be complemented with quantitative analysis (36). It was chosen
for the sake of comparability with the study of de Vos et al.
It is a useful method to broadly categorize the course of the
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conversation according to predefined categories. We applied the
coding scheme developed by de Vos et al. to the data material
(31). Their framework of SDM consists of 3 stages, which
may occur consecutively or iteratively (Table 1). Within these
stages, they defined codes for specific communicative actions
of physicians and parents. We made a minor adaptation to the
coding scheme. A code was added to capture when physicians
or parents were describing the current situation as a decision-
making situation. This code was included, because it marked an
important step in the decision-making process. The extent of
sharing in the EOL-MDM conversations was evaluated for all
stages. The extent of sharing was rated as absent, to a minimal
extent, to a moderate extent, to a great extent or to the full extent.

ES conducted the data analysis. She was trained to apply the
coding frame to the conversation transcripts by MdV. Three
transcripts were coded by two researchers separately (KK and
ESS) and in cases of conflict consensus was sought. The analysis
was supported by the computer software MAXQDA (VERBI
GmbH, Berlin, Germany).

RESULTS

Characteristics of Participants and of the
MDM Process
In total, we included 17 conversations with 23 parents of
12 NICU patients. Furthermore, six neonatologists, six nurses
and two psychologists participated in the conversations. We
included all eligible cases. In four cases, we recorded two
meetings of consecutive conversations. The mean duration of
the conversations was 24min (min 11, max 48, std dev. 9).
Neonatologists spoke on average 64%, nurses and psychologists
spoke 5% and parents 31% of the time. Nurses and psychologists
only spoke after being addressed by physicians, e.g., to describe
their impression of the infant’s condition or to ensure the parents
that they were not alone.

Characteristics of the patients and parents are shown in
Table 2. Eight patients died after the conversations had taken
place and LSTwas withdrawn. In four cases, clinical deterioration
and death was deemed inevitable, for the other four cases
prognosis was very poor.

TABLE 1 | Three stages of shared decision-making.

Stage 1 reflects a two-way exchange of information:

The physician provides information about available treatment options, the

benefits and risks, and the potential effects on infants’ well-being. The parents

provide information about preferences, values, lifestyle, beliefs, and knowledge

about the illness, prognosis, and treatment.

Stage 2 concerns deliberation:

All parties express and discuss their treatment preferences. This may also

include the preference to wait and see or to forgo life sustaining treatment (LST)

and redirect care to palliative treatment.

Stage 3 is about reaching a decision:

All parties work toward reaching a joint decision to which they all agree.

Communication Behaviors Throughout the
MDM Process
Overall, many neonatologists appeared to use a double bind
communication in which they suggested to find a decision
together with parents, while at the same time seeking parents’
agreement to forgo LST. In all cases, the neonatologist started
by describing a situation in which a decision on withholding
or withdrawing LST might become relevant. This either applied
to the current state of the child or to a hypothetical situation
in the near future, e.g., due to a possible complication. In nine
cases, physicians and parents went through all stages of the
SDM process, while in three cases, only stage one or two was
being reached within the recorded conversations. Below, we will
describe the extent to which these stages were realized.

Stage 1: Information Exchange
In most recorded conversations, stage 1 was completed (Table 3).
Neonatologists typically started the conversations by inviting
parents to share their understanding of the current situation.
Almost all parents provided information regarding their view
on the current condition of their child. After acknowledging the
parents’ answers, an update on the current medical situation was
provided. This included the current deterioration of the child’s
condition or complications accompanying the current treatment.
In all conversations, neonatologists explained the patient’s short-
and/or long-term prognosis. None of the parents were ever
asked to present their view on possible treatment options or
to share their opinion on prognosis. One third of the parents

TABLE 2 | Characteristics of parents and patients.

Characteristics N ( %)

Eligible cases 15 (100%)

Included cases 12 (80%)

Excluded cases* 3 (20%)

Main diagnosis

extreme prematurity 7 (58%)

congenital disorder 3 (25%)

acquired disease or damage 2 (17%)

Total duration of medical care

1-7 days 6 (50%)

1-4 weeks 2 (17%)

>4 weeks 4 (33%)

Mortality

Deceased 8 (67%)

Discharged from NICU 4 (33%)

Nationality

German 10 (83%)

Other** 2 (17%)

First language parents

German 10 (83%)

Other 2 (17%)

*Excluded due to language barriers. **Bosnia, Turkey.
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TABLE 3 | Stage 1: exchange of information.

Coded behaviors From neonatologist to parents From parents to neonatologist

Cases (n = 12) N (%) Illustrative quotes Cases (n = 12) N (%) Illustrative quotes

1. Asking for information

about actual situation and

treatment effects

11 (92%) “You are here every day, you kanguru

with him. What is your impression?

How has he been doing the past few

days?” (#10)

8 (67%) “But his heart is still good right?” (#11)

2. Providing information

about actual situation and

treatments effects

12 (100%) “The main problem is that the kidneys

do not function, not a drop of urine

has come. Two days ago, we hoped

for recovery but until now we haven’t

seen any effect of the treatment.” (#4)

11 (92%) “It is hard to just sit there and wait:

she does not move, she does not

look at us.” (#5)

3. Asking for information

about prognosis

0 (0%) – 5 (42%) “What does that mean: ‘when things

do not get better’? Does it mean we

might have a disabled child?” (#1)

4. Providing information on

prognosis

12 (100%) “The perforation of the bowel will lead

to an infection of the abdomen with

peritonitis, by then your daughter will

be severely affected.” (#2)

4 (33%) “She has a bleeding in her brain, not

a small bleeding but a severe

bleeding and there will probably be

long term damage to her brain.” (#1)

5. Asking for information

about remaining options,

including pros and cons

0 (0%) – 5 (42%) “How can you treat this intracranial

bleeding? Is there something you can

do?” (#3)

6. Providing information

about remaining options,

including pros and cons

8 (67%) “There are two options: we can either

continue the cooling therapy for 72 h

and see how she is doing afterwards

or we can redirect care because we

think this life sustaining therapy is not

leading anywhere.” (#8)

2 (17%) “I was wondering, can’t we leave her

in peace for a day? Just give her a

rest and not performing any x-ray

today?” (#3)

7. Asking for a summary 3 (25%) “Let’s start of by checking whether

we are all on the same page, can you

tell me what you’ve understood so

far?” (#7)

0 (0%) —–

8. Providing a summary 1 (8%) “Before we talk about the operation,

let me summarize the current

situation.” (#12)

1 (8%) “Okay, back to Max, I would really like

to tell you what I understood so far.”

(#5)

9. Inviting to ask additional

questions

2 (17%) “Is there something you did not

understand, something that is not

clear to you?” (#7)

0 (0%) —–

explicitly asked doctors about the prognosis. Although none
of the parents were asked to do so, one third spontaneously
shared their opinion on their child’s prognosis. In two thirds
of the conversations, neonatologists provided their opinion on
remaining treatment options including their benefits and risks.
Parents asked questions to deepen their understanding of their
child’s medical problems. Neonatologists frequently referred to
drawings or ultrasound or x-ray pictures to illustrate health
problems or complications such as intraventricular hemorrhage
or pneumothorax. Parents frequently asked for reasons for the
complications which had occurred or why treatment so far was
not successful.

Stage 2: Joint Deliberation
Whereas in many conversations some kind of deliberation took
place, other actions typical for this stage were largely missing
(Table 4.). In all cases, the neonatologists expressed a decision
situation. They either emphasized the option of foregoing LST
in the current situation or referred to a possible future scenario.

In the latter case, they described that a further deterioration of
the child’s condition could require a deliberation “how much
intensive care is still sensible” (case #1, case #2, case #7). None of
the parents were asked which role they preferred in EOL-MDM.
In one case, it was explicitly suggested that in such situations the
medical team decides together with the patient’s family.

Sharing preferences and values between parents and
physicians took place in the majority of cases. Yet, the extent
of sharing varied greatly between cases. The majority of
the neonatologists (in nine out of twelve cases) invited the
parents to express their preferences and values concerning
continuation or discontinuation of LST. Neonatologists did
so by describing several options and subsequently stating
that in medicine not everything possible needs to be done.
Values and preferences voiced by parents were seldomly
challenged by the neonatologists. Neonatologists rarely reacted
to parents’ responses, nor did they inquire after the background
of these wishes. In most cases, the neonatologist suggested a
discontinuation of LST. At that point, they were speaking of
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TABLE 4 | Stage 2: deliberation.

Coded behaviors From neonatologist to parents From parents to neonatologist

Cases (n = 12) N (%) Illustrative quotes Cases (n = 12) N (%) Illustrative quotes

0. Situation defined as

decision-making situation

12 (100%) “Hopefully, the situation will not

progress, because if it gets worse

and Katie’s situation deteriorates, we

need to discuss how much intensive

care is sensible.” (#1)

0 (0%) —–

1. Asking which role in

decision-making would be

preferred

0 (0%) —– 0 (0%) —–

2. Providing information

about which role in

decision-making would be

preferred

1 (8%) “Well, in most cases, we decide

together with the family.” (#11)

0 (0%) —–

3. Asking about values and

preferences regarding

continuation or

discontinuation

9 (75%) “This is the moment, one needs to

consider, we together, need to

consider what our hopes and goals

for Paula are, what do you wish for

Paula?” (#8)

0 (0%) —–

4. Providing information

about values and

preferences regarding

continuation or

discontinuation

10 (83%) “We could keep him alive on the

respirator, but I do not think that is the

right thing for Mohammed.” (#10)

7 (58%) “In my opinion, we have to give it a

try. To be honest, well of course, I’m

not a doctor, but to say now; we

won’t do anything anymore, I cannot

find it in my heart.” (#4)

5. Expressing objections to

the other’s preferences

0 (0%) —– 0 (0%) —–

6. Inviting to share emotions 1 (8%) “What do you worry about the most?”

(#4)

0 (0%) —–

7. Expressing emotions of

grief, fear, despair, and

frustration

0 (0%) —– 7 (58%) “[crying] well, we’ll probably have to

let her go, let her go in peace.” (#1)

8. Acknowledging emotions 1 (8%) “I know, this insecurity is frightful.” (#8) 0 (0%) —–

“we,” thereby referring to the medical team. This preferred
option was verbalized as when the clinical situation of the child
deteriorated quickly, the child should be “allowed to go” (case
#1) or “we should allow nature to take its course” (case #7).
In cases of anticipated deterioration, the burden of LST was
addressed as an import aspect to consider in MDM. The majority
of parents (10 of 12 cases) communicated a preference. In all
but one cases, their preferences were in alignment with the
suggestion. Only in one case, a conflict occurred. These parents
voiced that they “could not find it in their heart” not to try one
more treatment option, although they did not want to continue
intensive care “at all costs” (case #4). As the clinical situation of
their baby did not improve the following day, the parents agreed
with the withdrawal of LST. In two cases, parents expressed
wanting to protect their child from a life that in their eyes
seemed not worth living. Parents articulated their worries about
their child’s suffering. Parents frequently reacted emotionally
when it became clear that a decision had to be made. They were
especially emotional when they stated their agreement with a
discontinuation of LST. Parents often justified their agreement
with the wish to alleviate the suffering of their child.

Stage 3: Reaching a Consented Decision
Only a subset of the recorded conversations entailed a decision
(9 of 12 cases). In the conversations which referred to stage 3,
neonatologists mostly sought parents’ agreement with a proposed
decision (Table 5). In two cases, the neonatologist asked the
parents when and which decision should be made. In one case,
this question came from the parents. In half of the cases, the
neonatologist informed the parents about the kind of decision
that the medical team had made. In three cases the decision
was primarily verbalized by the parents. This included two
cases of severely asphyxiated infants, in which the parents had
received information from the pediatric neurologist about the
poor neurological prognosis of their child before the conversation
with the neonatologist. Both couples suggested forgoing LST
because of the expected poor quality of life of their child. They
stated this was not “the life their child would have wanted” (case
#6 and #8). In the remaining case, the parents wished to continue
LST for now and give dialysis a try, thereby opposing the medical
team’s suggestion.

In the other three out of twelve cases, no explicit decision
to forgo LST was reached. Either the conversation was used to
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TABLE 5 | Stage 3: reaching a decision.

Coded behaviors From neonatologist to parents From parents to neonatologist

Cases (n = 12) N (%) Illustrative quotes Cases (n = 12) N (%) Illustrative quotes

1. Asking whether and

which decision should be

made

2 (17%) “What would you prefer? We could

give it a try and remove him from the

respirator. If he has trouble breathing,

we can support him with non-invasive

oxygen but we need to know whether

or not you want us to intubate him

again in case he will not be able to

breath on his own sufficiently.” (#10)

1 (8%) “If nothing changes until this

afternoon, is this the moment we

have to decide?” (#8)

2. Informing about decision

being reached

6 (50%) “As we discussed yesterday; we’ll

give him a chance. But when it’s not

working out or new complications

arise, we need to let him go.” (#4)

3 (25%) “Nature took its course and we

decided, for ourselves, we believe

strongly she is a very special child,

and dear god needs her now. We

have to let this new guardian angel go

to heaven now, that’s what we

decided.” (#8)

3. Stressing that team

should make final decision

2 (17%) “You do not have to decide. You

cannot decide, that would be

unbearable for a parent, to decide: do

we continue or not.” (#4)

1 (8%) “[Father translates for his wife] She

says she can’t decide. We depend on

your expertise, you have been here

before and know what is best.” (#9)

4. Asking for agreement

regarding proposed

decision

6 (50%) “Well, this means, we would not

initiate resuscitation, we would say

that’s it, it is fine, we’ve tried, we really

did everything we could, maybe even

a bit more than that’. Are you ok with

that decision?” (#11)

0 (0%) —–

5. Expressing agreement 3 (25%) “I think, we can go along with that

and give the dialysis a try, if that is

what you really want.” (#4)

6 (50%) “[crying] yes, let’s do it like that, there

is no way around.“ (#2)

6. Expressing dissent 0 (0%) —– 0 (0%) —–

7. Expressing worries about

suffering

0 (0%) —– 6 (50%) “[crying] surely he is not in pain?” (#5)

prepare parents for an anticipated deterioration of the child’s
condition (two cases), or the parents expressed their thoughts on
giving their son the opportunity to “go in peace” (case #5). The
medical team adopted a “wait and see” approach. Christening was
arranged. The baby deteriorated very fast after the christening
and died before parents and the neonatologist could meet again.

In two thirds of the conversations that concluded with a
decision (six out of nine cases), the neonatologist asked the
parents for their agreement on the suggested option. In three of
these cases, the neonatologist suggested to withdraw LST on the
basis of futility arguments. The parents agreed and acknowledged
that everything possible had been done and that their child’s
death was inevitable. In the other three cases, the neonatologist
suggested to continue LST for now, but to withhold resuscitation
if the child had a cardiac arrest. In none of these cases there was
an open conflict in which disagreement with another person’s
position was being expressed. In one case, parents did at first not
agree with withdrawing LST and wished for another treatment
option. The neonatologist suggested a trial, but also proposed to
forgo LST if the child’s condition did not improve.

In many conversations, parents expressed their worries that
their child would suffer and experience pain. All neonatologists
ensured parents that it was their highest priority to make

their child feel as comfortable as possible, especially after
withdrawing LST.

The Extent of Sharing in the
Decision-Making
In Table 6 an overview of the extent of sharing is depicted.
In all stages of the decision-making process, there was some
sharing of information between neonatologists and parents. Yet,
the extent of sharing varied throughout the different stages of the
decision-making process and between cases (Table 6). The extent
of sharing was especially large in the first phase of MDM in which
neonatologists explained the infant’s condition and prognosis. It
was rather small in the following phases of MDM.

DISCUSSION

International guidelines underline that neonatologists should
adopt an approach of SDM when deciding about foregoing LST
(3, 17, 19, 20, 22). This requires a partnership with parents.
Within this partnership, SDM describes a communication
process that entails a mutual exchange of information, values and
preferences and that should result in a joint decision to which
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TABLE 6 | Extent of sharing.

Process of decision-making Characteristics of shared process Extent of sharing identified

(absent, minimal, moderate, great, full)

Stage 1: Providing 1. Exchange of information

and receiving Information 1.1 Neonatologist informs parents about actual situation, prognosis, full

treatment options, and their risk and benefits

1.2 Parents inform neonatologist about their observations and considerations great

2. Helping parents understand

2.1 By inviting to ask questions minimal

2.2 By checking understanding moderate

Stage 2: 3. Discussing which role parents prefer to have in decision-making absent

Deliberating 4. Discussing treatment preferences

4.1. Neonatologist expresses preference. great

4.2. Parents express preference. great

4.3. Exchanging underlying values and deliberations minimal

Stage 3: Reaching 5. Making the final decision together. minimal

a Decision 6. Reaching agreement (eventually) about the most appropriate decision full

Adapted from de Vos et al. (31).

Absent, no sharing; minimal extent, behavior basically registered; moderate extent, behavior globally registered; great extent, behavior in detail registered; full extent, behavior

exhaustingly registered.

both parties agree (26, 27). To our knowledge, this is the first
study that aimed at evaluating to what extent SDM is put into
practice in the NICU. It is also the first German study analyzing
natural EOL-MDM conversations between neonatologists and
parents. Our study shows that in a German unit, SDM was
adopted but only to a small extent in neonatal EOL-MDM
conversations. The extent of sharing decreased considerably over
the stages of SDM and among cases. Overall, many neonatologists
appeared to use a double bind communication in which they
suggested to find a decision together with parents, while at the
same time seeking parents’ agreement to forgo LST.

The EOL-MDM conversations largely evolved around the
exchange of information about the infant’s current condition and
prognosis. The deliberation process, which is characterized in
the framework by each party providing and challenging values
and preferences concerning forgoing LST, only took place to a
minimal extent in the conversations. This pattern is similar to the
pattern in the study of de Vos et al. in the PICU (31). While in the
Dutch PICUs most parents made an effort to actively participate
in EOL-MDM, in our study parents showed less efforts to
participate more in the process. When parents provided their
own preferences and values, they frequently did so after actively
being prompted by the neonatologist. Moreover, neonatologists
acknowledged parents’ preferences, but seldomly challenged
them. A true dialogue evolved only sporadically. Although the
minimal requirements for deliberation were fulfilled, there was
rarely an active discussion to reach a bilateral understanding of
each other’s values and preferences, an important aspect of a
shared approach (38).

Recent studies show that the extent to which doctors and
parents prefer to collaborate varies (24, 30). The complexity
of the medical situation and the substantial chance of an

inevitable outcome may cause neonatologists to strongly feel
their decisional responsibility (39, 40). A survey among Belgian
neonatologists reported that doctors claim to be responsible for
the final decision, not the parents (41). The neonatologists in
this study frequently acted in line with this perspectives and
sometimes even explicitly mentioned it in the conversations.

An important argument for the recommendation of SDM
as the preferred decision-making strategy in EOL-MDM is that
parents want to be involved in the MDM process. The variation
in the extent of sharing may also be caused by different parents
having different expectations and wishes concerning their role in
the EOL-MDM. Some parents clearly want to know all the details
and share in the responsibility, while others specifically state that
they have all the faith in the medical team and think the medical
team knows best (13, 16, 23, 42).

The framework adopted in this study is not the only
conceptualization of SDM. Researchers in neonatology have
proposed a myriad of SDM frameworks. The approach described
by Caeymaex et al. entails a discussion on the nature of
the decision, with exchange of relevant medical information
(including medically reasonable alternatives), followed by the
exchange of family values and preferences and leading to
a parental choice about the most appropriate decision. In
our NICU, the EOL-MDM approach did not lead to a
parental choice. A more tailored approach to SDM is also
recommended in the literature (40, 43). This approach is
described by Janvier et al. for EOL-MDM in the NICU.
The use of the mnemonic SOBPIE (situations, opinion
and options, basic human interactions, parents’ personal
experiences/stories/concerns/goals, information, emotions) is
suggested to personalize conversations with parents and help
them arrive at satisfying decisions (43). This includes that
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parents should be asked which role they want to adopt in the
SDM process. In our study, this approach was never adopted.
Perhaps, neonatologists were reluctant to openly deliberate with
parents on their decision-making role because they were afraid
it would make parents feel responsible for making the final
decision. Decisional regret and guilt have been described as
negative consequences of participating in EOL-MDM (30, 40,
42). Furthermore, all parents facing EOL-decisions in the NICU
are in a vulnerable emotional position beforehand; many of
them becoming parents for the first time and all mothers being
in an exceptional physical and emotional condition as they
just gave birth. Hendriks and colleagues describe an approach
which they call the “ethical model” of decision-making. This
decision-making strategy entails that the medical team provides
parents with comprehensive medical information to enable them
to understand the best treatment option and give them the
opportunity to ask clarifying questions. Next, the medical team
voices a treatment recommendation and asks the parents for their
consent. This treatment recommendation is based on themedical
facts, the infant’s best interests and the parents’ values which are
determined indirectly (44). This approach shows similarities with
the approach that neonatologists chose in our study.

Limitations
Our study has several limitations. The recorded MDM
conversations only took place in one NICU. Communication
strategies may have been acquired through model learning,
providing a unit-specific strategy of communicating with
parents. Our findings can therefore not be extrapolated to all
German NICUs.

Furthermore, the recorded conversations are only
extracts of a complex and multifaceted MDM process.
Only formal conversations with parents and neonatologists
were recorded, leaving out the informal encounters at
the bedside or the conversations with neurologists or
the nursing staff before and after these official meetings.
Furthermore, team meetings were not recorded. We might
have missed out on crucial activities of deliberation and
conflict resolution.

The predefined framework we used in our study did
not fully fit the natural course of the conversations. With
the coding grid, we could show whether preferences and
values were voiced by both parties. Yet, it was not specific
enough to show whether a joint deliberation of values and
preferences had occurred and how it had occurred. The
“ethical model” described by Hendriks et al. could be a
more suitable framework to describe EOL-MDM in the NICU
under study (45). Yet, it has been criticized as explicitly not
sufficient to speak of SDM (46). To extend the investigation of
actual communication practices to broader research questions,
such as the social interaction during SDM and the precise
communicative implementation of SDM, we think that a mixed
methods design would be a more suitable choice in which
video-recordings of a broad range of natural conversations
are inductively analyzed and compared with the outcomes of
retrospective interviews.

CONCLUSION

The EOL-MDM process in the recorded conversations in this
German NICU could be, using the framework of de Vos et al.,
identified as SDM. However, it was only realized to a small extent.
Specific research with the neonatal staff could provide insights
to understand why the approach in this NICU differs from the
recommendations. Furthermore, interviews with affected parents
in this unit could be of great interest. It could evaluate how
parents in this unit have experienced the EOL-MDM process and
whether they feel their involvement in the process was acceptable
and beneficial. If parents are satisfied with their involvement and
consider it appropriate, then it could be argued that SDM is
not the only suitable approach to a collaborative EOLD-MDM.
Different parents may prefer different roles in EOL-MDM, and
the need for implementation of SDM to the full extent as
suggested in the guidelines may need to be critically re-assessed.
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